MOTION IN MECHANISMS.
stantaneous, of the other three links.    The motion of a, relat to the fixed link d, is rotation about ad, the axis of the turn pair joining a and d.    When two links are joined by a turn pair their  centro is always at the axis of the pair.    When t links are joined by a sliding pair their centro lies at infinity a direction normal to their relative motion of translation.    1 motion of c relative to d is translation, or rotation about a cen cd, at infinity vertically.    The centro ab lies at the axis of turning pair joining a and b.   This point may be considei as a point in a or b;  in either case it cp,n have but one direct: of  instantaneous  motion  relative to  any one standard.    As point in a its motion, relative to d, is rotation about ad.    I the  instant,   then,  it is moving along  a  tangent to  the  cir through ab.    But, as a point in b, its direction of instantane< motion relative to d must be the same, and hence its mot: must be rotation about some point in the line ad-ab, extenc if necessary.    Also, b has a point, be, in common with c;   a by the same reasoning as above be, as a point in b, rotates the  instant about some point of the  vertical line  through Now ab and be are points of a rigid body, and one rotates the instant about some point of AB, and the other rotates the instant about some point of CD;  hence both ab and be well as all other points of i) must rotate about the intersect] of AB and CD.    Hence bd is the centro of the motion oj relative to d.
The motion of a may be referred to c (fixed), and ac will found (by reasoning like that applied to &) to lie at the int section of the lines EF and GH.
The motion chain in Fig. 8, as before stated, is called 1 slider-crank chain.
14. Centres of the Relative Motion of Three Bodies are alw* in the Same Straight Line.—In Fig. 8 it will be seen that 1 three centres of any three links lie in the same straight li:

